Shutters

Framed Installation Instructions
Thank you for choosing Woodland Harvest or Marquis Shutters. With proper installation
and care, your new shutters will provide many years of beauty and performance.
Tools Needed
Power Drill, 1/4” Driver and drill bits
Tape Measure
Phillips Screwdriver
Pencil
Level
Mallet

1. Begin by opening all cardboard sleeves and removing panels from the boxes. Do not yet
remove the paper wrap.
2. Lay the framing pieces on the cardboard face down, and by left, right top and bottom.
3. Assemble the frame by using hoffman clamps and a rubber mallet,
being careful not to damage where the hinges have been attached.
These barrels will be down to the floor.
4. If T-posts are being utilized, attach these into the frame (check for
top and bottom labels). T-posts will be numbered from left to right if
multiple are needed in the frame.

Match the labeled corners
on each piece of the frame.
Then carefully fasten them
together.

5. Predrill and countersink the mounting holes approximately 2” down
on the sides and 2” in from the corners on the bottom.
6. Take frame to the window and level top and bottom center over the opening. Attach frame with
the upper holes only.
7. Attach the panels to hinges and rack bottom of frame until gaps are even. Panels will be labeled
on the bottom with reference # first, line number from the order, then panel number for that
frame. (Panels are numbered from left to right) Holding the frame, swing the panel open and
attach screws in the bottom frame.
8. Attach the magnets and strike plates. Strike plates and magnets should hit on the bottom and
top rails, not stiles.
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